
Ramola D | Writer & Investigative Journalist | Press Officer, US-Europe JIT 

June 10, 2018 

To 

The Chair, Mayor Thomas P. Koch
& Quincy School Committee Members
Quincy Public Schools
34 Coddington Street
Quincy, MA 02169

Regarding: 
False, Malicious, and Fabricated Allegation   Made to Child Protection Services at 
Massachusetts Department of Children and Families of     “Child Neglect, Caregiver 
Responsible: Biological Mother/By way of 'Untreated Mental Illness'”  by 
Central Middle School Principal   Richard DeCristofaro Jr.,   Vice Principal   Susan 
Shea Conner,   Deputy Superintendent   Kevin Mulvey, Esq.,   Director, Student 
Services   Maura Papile, &   Central's “Director of Security,” Former Chair, Quincy 
School Committee  , Dave McCarthy 

Dear QSC Chair--Quincy Mayor Thomas P. Koch, Vice-Chair Emily A. Lebo, Secretary & 
QPS Superintendent Richard DeCristofaro,Sr., and QSC Members Anthony J. Andronico,
Paul L. Bregoli, James V. DeAmicis, Douglas S. Gutro, Kathryn E. Hubley:

In the matter of Central Middle School officials Richard DeCristofaro Jr. and Susan Shea 
Conner, in collusion with School Superintendent Office officials Kevin Mulvey and Maura 
Papile, as well as Central Middle School's “Director of Security” and former Chair, Quincy 
School Committee, Dave McCarthy, being recently involved in wrongfully, maliciously, and 
criminally slandering and libeling myself, an investigative journalist and school parent 
and mother to one of the most talented, gifted, sociable, brilliant, & artistically, musically, 
athletically, Mathematically, linguistically, literarily-accomplished, obviously thriving, 
flourishing, and contented seventh graders at Central Middle School and indeed the whole
of Quincy, Massachusetts, and the USA, I am writing to make a formal complaint and 
demand that these misdirected bureaucrats   be removed from their offices  , and that the 
school and school system immediately proffer a public apology and retraction of this 
incredibly pernicious public allegation of “mental illness” and “child neglect” that has 
been directed my way.
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As you may know—from the US-Europe Joint Investigation Team (JIT) Press Release 
reporting this matter, and from the information posted online at my Public Exhibit page, 
Ramola D/Public Exhibit: Investigative Journalism is Not “Untreated Mental Illness  ,” these 
officials, in collusion, called up the Department of Children and Families shortly (less than 
24 hours) after a pre-scheduled, informational meeting I had on April 12, 2018 with 
Principal Richard DeCristofaro, Jr., and made a fabricated, unsubstantiated, clearly 
malicious False Report of “Child Neglect” against me, merely because I had taken the civic-
minded, community-spirited, public-education-oriented step, as a concerned American 
citizen and investigative Science, Technology, & Surveillance journalist, of informing Mr. 
DeCristofaro, the School Principal, of the wrongful and extrajudicial use of anti-personnel, 
electromagnetic technologies as well as Directed-Energy Weapons-testing currently 
ongoing on Americans—from my researched knowledge as a Surveillance and Military 
Sci/Tech reporter--and shared with him, for informational purposes, my affidavit attesting
to such egregious use on my own person in an abusive electromagnetic Directed-Energy 
sexual assault on school grounds, during the March 28 Science Fair at Central Middle 
School—a document which can be found online at my web site—as well as proffered 
flyers on the subject of Surveillance Abuse, wrongful Terrorist/Watch Listing by DHS, and 
Defamation and Smear campaigns run by criminal miscreants in the FBI, NSA, and other 
agencies, provided by the JIT and 28-year veteran NSA whistleblower and Intelligence 
Analyst Karen Melton-Stewart, a member of the US-Europe Joint Investigation Team, of 
which I am a part, as Press Officer. 

Not merely did these appointed officials suggest—completely wrongfully—to DCF that I 
was “neglectful” of my child by slapping an allegation of “Child Neglect” against my name, 
I later learned that the “mandated reporter” who made this fraudulent, false, and lying 
“report” to DCF had stated to DCF—as if they were in any way qualified to do so—that I 
had an “untreated mental illness, was severely mentally ill, did not take my medication, 
and was psychotic.”

The exact, recorded words from this “Mandated Reporter”'s report, read aloud, possibly in
excerpt, to me in my home on April 27, by the DCF Caseworker Terri Ellis who visited my 
family at our home, and comprising lies, wrong dates, wrongful summaries, wrongful 
statements and conclusions, and blatantly false and egregious allegations, were:

“The reporter is alleging Neglect of the child and they're alleging Neglect by the 
mother. The reporter is stating that there was a meeting requested by the mother 
with the Principal on 4/22. The mother reported to the Principal that the mother was 
sexually assaulted at the school at the Science Fair. The mother wrote an affidavit 
alleging that on 3/18 at 6:15 the mother was sexually assaulted by scientific devices, 
cell phones, GPS tracking systems which were controlled by the FBI while she was at 
the child's Science Fair. The reporter stated that they are concerned that the mother 
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would make these allegations and bring them to the school. It says the mother suffers 
from severe mental illness and is psychotic. It says that you can be delusional, and 
that you refuse treatment, and that you are not currently on medication. It says that 
you are not aggressive, and that you have not hurt anyone. Concerns about your child 
being around you, due to mental health. It said that your child is a straight A student, 
and is a wonderful child. It talks about you, mother, making Youtube videos, being in a
room covered with tinfoil and speaking to people. Whether these videos can be found 
on Youtube—I have personally not seen them—it says that you are a published 
author and journalist and that the child is often at home with you due to dad being at 
work, that's all in the report.” 

Interestingly, I was also told that Massachusetts State Law permits the anonymity of
the reporter. In other words, the name of the specific person who made this 
scurrilous and false “report” --which really reads to me like an all-out hit job on me 
rather than a “report” of any kind--was being protected and withheld. While I was 
being maligned and slandered to the hilt, and my name attacked, the name of this 
“reporter” is being kept secret. Therefore, the party of five I am aware participated 
in this libelous attack on me are the five named at the top of and throughout this 
letter:  Richard DeCristofaro Jr., Susan Shea Conner, Kevin Mulvey, Maura 
Papile, and Dave McCarthy 

There are obviously many things to be said here, and I have said some of them in recent 
letters to Mr. Charlie Baker, the Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Ms. 
Linda Spears, the Commissioner of the Department of Children and Families, and in 
person at my home and in a Follow-Up Email to Ms. Terri Ellis, the DCF Caseworker who 
showed up at my home and read out this libelous and criminally slanderous “report,” 
which I informed her on the spot was “wrong A to Z” and which I “dispute(d) extremely.” I 
encourage you and all members of the School Committee to read each of those letters, as 
well as the JIT Press Release, to understand the whole picture here. I also put in Public 
Records and FOIA Act requests, answers to all of which I am still waiting to acquire. 

However, I think there are some very important things to be said publicly to the Quincy 
School Committee on this matter, for the edification of all in Quincy Public Schools, all in 
Quincy and in Massachusetts and indeed the whole of the united States of America. 

1) The obvious, glaring, and clear issue here is: how exactly do these Quincy Public 
Schools employees make a determination of my engaging in or being guilty of 
“Child Neglect” based on a 15-minute conversation that I--in fact as a responsible 
and well-educated school mother, concerned not merely for her own child but the 
safety of all children at the school--had pre-scheduled in advance to have with the 
Principal?  How exactly does an informational meeting I have with the Principal get 
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misconstrued as an example or illustration of Child Neglect? What exactly is the 
correlation here between an informational meeting and discovery of child neglect? 

Further, since Terri Ellis, DCF, indicated to me that the “Child Neglect” fraudulent 
allegation being leveled at me was being made with the concomitant “concern of 
untreated mental illness in the home,” I would have to extend that question to ask: 
How exactly do these so-called educators arrive at the speculation of “untreated 
mental illness in the home” after a 15-minute informational conversation and the 
furnishing of documents and websites supporting that information?

And: how exactly do they rationalize their acting on this so-called concern for my 
mental health by jumping to unwarranted conclusions and taking the extreme step 
of actually calling a public State Child Protection Service agency and baselessly 
“reporting” that my child was being   neglected  ,   by her mother,   by way of her 
mother's fabricated-on-the-spot-by-them “untreated mental illness”?

Allow me to spell it out: It was extremely reckless and irresponsible, extremely 
inappropriate, and in fact malicious in the extreme to take such a step. It was an act 
of abuse of power and authority. It was an act of misuse of power and authority. It 
was in fact   an     adversarial act of calculated aggression   against this highly-educated, 
highly-responsible, highly-civic-minded school mother. The irony that my child is 
flourishing and superior in every way thanks in no small part to her educated and 
educator mother (I have 20 years' teaching experience behind me) and in no way 
shows signs of Child Neglect of any kind—which any of her Central Middle School 
teachers can attest to--is almost beside the point here. The fact is, it is extremely 
disturbing that the Principal and Vice-Principal of a middle school should imagine 
it is perfectly within their purview to run to a social work agency and cry “Wolf!” 
whenever they please, acting within their authority as school staff and “mandated 
reporters” to falsely indict a school mother as being neglectful of her child and as 
mentally ill—neither of which determinations they have any right nor are qualified 
in any way to make, after the mother visits with them for a few minutes, and in fact 
provides cogent and essential information to them on current-day Surveillance and 
military technologies in her professional capacity as Science, Technology, 
Surveillance, Defense, Ethics reporter.

Is this the cadre of response we can expect from a public school principal? 

My daughter has been in private Montessori schools in Quincy and Milton right up 
till seventh grade; this is her first year in a public school in Quincy. I am appalled at 
this response by Principal Richard DeCristofaro, Jr., and Vice Principal Susan Shea 
Conner, who appeared perfectly normal when I spoke to them on April 12—but 
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who have initiated a completely abnormal, incompetent, and, in my view, 
mentally deficient action in running to the Department of Children and Families 
and “screening in” a false and extremely pernicious and defamatory report of 
my being neglectful of my child by way of being so desperately mentally ill. I 
could in fact conclude that they are the ones who are exhibiting all signs of a mental 
disorder here—their reaction does not even appear sane. Who shall I report their
mental illness to, I wonder? I certainly think it should be discussed openly.

Frankly, what standards exist to prevent appointed Principals and Vice Principals 
from behaving so irresponsibly? 

What regulations hold them back from misusing and abusing their authority so 
egregiously? Can this happen to any school parent?—it certainly looks like it!

If Deputy Superintendent Kevin Mulvey and Director of Student Support Maura 
Papile—who were not even present at my meeting with the Principal yet called my 
husband up the next day like officious patriarchs from thirteenth-century England--
were the ones who came up with the bright idea of bandying around “Child Neglect”
and “Untreated Mental Illness” as relevant to me, then they are equally culpable. If 
Mr. Dave McCarthy, former Chair of the Quincy School Committee, and Richard 
DeCristofaro's  “Director of Security” as named to me at the end of our meeting--
who turns out to be former “Director of Security” instead at a major Defense 
contractor and Directed-Energy Weapons manufacturing and testing company, 
General Dynamics, whose field-testing-of-weapons contracts for Directed Energy 
Bio Behavioral Research with the US Air Force are most probably being executed in 
Quincy and which I have been investigating, in my professional capacity—is the 
“mandated reporter” who had the temerity to place a false and libelous report 
against me to DCF, then he is equally culpable. (I will address this connection 
between General Dynamics' field-testing of weapons, my reportage of 
electromagnetic/Directed Energy Weapon use in Quincy, and Mr. Dave McCarthy, 
General Dynamics further below.)

These are not the actions of sane and thoughtful and reasonable educators, to 
whom we can entrust the education of our children. These are abusive, wrongful, 
inappropriate, and excessively pernicious actions; they denote extreme 
incompetence, extreme overreach of public-education mandate, massive 
abuse of authority, and extreme malice towards a school parent.

Quincy Public School officials should know that they cannot randomly and 
maliciously fabricate stories about parents and then go so far as to call up CPS, 
which is DCF in Massachusetts, and report a parent falsely for “neglecting her 
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child,” merely because they wish to dismiss the critical information that parent is 
providing to them (which I will address further below), by falsely and maliciously 
labeling her mentally ill.

2) Which brings me to the next point. No-one on the Quincy School Committee, 
at the Superintendent's Office, or at Central Middle School has a right to label a 
parent mentally ill, speculate on a parent being mentally ill with no evidence 
whatsoever to back up this idle speculation, or make up a story about “untreated 
mental illness” – that is nothing but a witch-hunt and outright slander and libel.

Nor do QPS officials have a right to call up DCF and “screen in” reports of any kind 
extemporizing about a parent's “untreated mental illness” – not merely is that 
unsettling, it smacks entirely of KGB-style Soviet punitive psychiatry.  When did 
America become a Communist state, that we now have petty officials in positions of 
power throwing their weight about and deciding when to call someone mentally ill, 
and indeed, harboring an untreated mental illness, just so they can avoid looking 
seriously at the information she is providing?

This fabrication of “untreated mental illness” is egregious, defamatory, slanderous, 
libelous, and a calumny. 

I want to state this unequivocally: Quincy Public Schools officials are educators, 
not mental health specialists. They are neither qualified nor called on to examine 
and pronounce on the mental health of any of the parents of any of the students in 
any QPS school. They are not qualified to hand out diagnoses of mental illness to 
anyone, let alone school parents. They are especially not qualified to make 
determinations about anyone's “untreated mental illness” on the basis of a 
few minutes conversation and “disturbing information” they don't bother to 
research for themselves—as any sane and thoughtful educator would.

3) Let me address that issue of the “disturbing information” which Kevin 
Mulvey and Maura Papile used as their excuse to call my husband up and complain 
like medieval feudalists about me, as well as their excuse to run off and drag CPS 
into the equation:

STATEMENT OF FACT REGARDING MY INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH 
CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL RICHARD DECRISTAFARO, JR. AND 
HIS SUBSEQUENT ACTION/FOR QUINCY SCHOOL COMMITTEE

I wish to make a statement of fact regarding my informational meeting with 
Central Middle School Principal Richard DeCristafaro, Jr., on April 12, 2018: 
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The meeting was cordial in its entirety, and involved my handing Mr. 
DeCristafaro, Jr., important information regarding a subject endorsed and 
supported by Government whistleblowers pertaining to the wrongful use 
of electromagnetic Directed-Energy anti-personnel technologies on 
Americans—which are military technologies being used today by criminal 
miscreants in power to silence community activists, whistle-blowers, and 
civic-minded citizens who express their views openly in simple exercise of 
their First Amendment rights, as well as technologies being used in Directed-
Energy Weapons-testing programs being run today under federal US Air 
Force, Navy, Army, Marine Corps and other contracts, all over the USA.

This information accrues from subjects related to my investigative 
journalism and reportage, and is fully related to my investigative journalism 
and reportage. All information I provided Mr. DiCristafaro and Mrs. 
Susan Shea Conner is sourced or/and supported information which can 
be verified. Whistleblowers from the FBI, CIA, and NSA support this 
information, and have written and spoken publicly about the matters 
contained in my informational flyers.

This information was provided to Mr. DiCristafaro as a Community Service 
and Public Service, because it is information in the public interest. 

This information included my affidavit recording my personal experience of 
assault with these covert, anti-personnel, electromagnetic, Directed-
Energy technologies, both on school grounds at the Science Fair in 
Central Middle School and and off, within the city of Quincy, and within 
Massachusetts.

This information had and has absolutely Nothing to do with my child, or my 
responsibility, competence, and abilities as a caregiver and a mother. If 
anything, the fact that I am engaging in investigative research in this field 
and reporting widely on it, for the public good, should be evidence of my 
responsibility and competence as an engaged and informed citizen and 
caring community member, mother, and caregiver.

Principal Richard DeCristafaro, Jr. stepped excessively out of line in informing
and involving the Department of Children and Families and attempting to 
open an “investigation” on me and my family based on the informational 
meeting I had with him. He had neither right nor basis to engage in this 
supremely reprehensible and unsupported action. 
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Child Protection Services had and has no place in this conversation. I went 
into Central Middle School to provide important information to the Principal;
his inability to process this information does not translate into latitude 
to irresponsibly call up Child Protection Services and suggest that I or 
my family warrant investigation. Rather, if the information I provided was 
and is difficult for him to take in, his best course of action would have been to
engage in some simple research online, to find verification of what I was 
reporting. 

That goes for the rest of this QPS group as well: Susan Shea Conner, Kevin Mulvey, 
Maura Papile, and Dave McCarthy. If this information that I provided was so very  
disturbing to them, and so very concerning, and so very unsettling and new, why 
did they not engage in some simple Internet research—as one would expect any 
credentialed educator to do—to find out more? Had they—as I invited them to—
merely looked at the articles on my own site, they would have found links to many  
important articles, declassified documents, military journals, patents, 
whistleblower testimony, and books verifying and authenticating my reportage.

Please note, this group has shown no evidence of having conducted any 
independent research of any kind regarding the information I handed Mr. 
DeCristafaro. Instead, the very next morning, they called my husband, “reported” 
my visit to the school, sent him scanned images of the documents I had provided 
Mr. DeCristafaro (as if this was incriminating evidence) and stated they were so 
disturbed and unsettled by my visit and my information they were calling Child 
Protection Services immediately—as if that made any sense at all.

I wish to also note for the record that at my visit with Mr. Richard DeCristafaro and 
his invitee Mrs. Susan Shea Conner, despite the fact that I was presenting to him, for
his information, an affidavit recording egregious assault on my person inside 
Central Middle School with anti-personnel electromagnetic Directed-Energy 
technologies—which technologies are not merely in use today by Law Enforcement,
Military, Navy, US   Airforce, as my research and the collective research and 
journalistic efforts by many have established, but   are outlawed for civilian use in 
Massachusetts—neither one of them expressed the slightest hint of regret, 
remorse, care or sympathy for the fact that I was put through and reporting such 
an egregious experience at the Science Fair, which should have been a pleasant and 
enjoyable occasion for me as a parent of an award-winning child, but wasn't.

Yet we are all being asked to believe that the very fact that I, as an outstandingly 
civic-minded citizen in Quincy, came into the school and gave them information 
from my journalism and experience on these technologies and on miscreant 
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behavior against whistleblowers and civic-minded citizens by agencies such as the 
FBI, DHS, and NSA creating inflated watchlists and terrorist lists and raking in 
millions of taxpayer dollars while targeting innocent Americans was so disturbing 
and disorienting to these supposedly emotionally intelligent educators that—
instead of worrying about those inflated watchlists and the targeting of innocents 
with deadly EMF technologies--they began to legitimately worry about “untreated 
mental illness in the home” and had to call in the Department of Children and 
Families to “protect” my child immediately.  

4) It is fairly clear to me—and to many observing this situation—that in reality, 
this sudden and absurd action by these appointed officials was taken not through 
any genuine concern on their part about my mental health, but rather in rejection 
of the very important information I continue to bring forward through my 
investigative journalism, and in an attempt to quell public knowledge and 
awareness of this information.

Frankly, in my considered professional opinion as a journalist and as an investigator
on the US-Europe Joint Investigative Team, the only people who would wish to keep
this information hidden are people associated with those running these wrongful 
programs of covert testing and operation of these remote anti-personnel 
electromagnetic Directed-Energy technologies, which would include the miscreant 
agencies, Defense   contractors, and government parties engaging in these lucrative 
but extremely wrongful and exploitative activities—which are destroying 
American citizens' bodies, brains, and lives--on contract. 

Which does raise the question: Is Quincy Public Schools involved in some of these 
agency or Defense contracts? Why would QPS officials rush to dismiss and discredit
a journalist and school mother's reportage as deriving from a fabricated-on-the-
spot mental illness instead of recognizing and researching the information she is 
presenting? Are ulterior motives in play here?

These are questions I continue to explore, and which other journalists and 
investigators should also explore.  Educated Americans note the anomalies here, 
including retired neurologist Dr. Edward Spencer, who notes in his public letter of 
May 7 on my behalf: 

“I am a graduate of Stanford University, Yale Medical School, and the 
Neurology Residence Program at the University of California, San Francisco. I 
have known Ramola D since January 2017 and have communicated with her 
regularly. 
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I sought out Ramola specifically because of her high intelligence, high 
character, and her excellent work in Journalism. I have talked with her 
frequently about the accomplishments of her daughter who is a straight A 
student. That CPS is investigating Ramola is ridiculous, and the person who 
reported her to CPS slandered Ramola by this action and should be 
investigated for ulterior motives.” --Letter for Ramola D from Dr. Edward 
Spencer

The actions of extraordinary malice evinced here, of school officials calling in DCF 
on a school mother and wrongfully reporting her with false and baseless allegations
of mental illness and child neglect right after her informational school visit do 
warrant further exploration.

5) Perhaps the answer lies with General Dynamics, or the STEM program, a 
Department of Defense Science and Technology program which Quincy Public 
Schools is participating in, or both.  I certainly do not know the answer, and am still 
investigating these matters.

Very specifically however, I can state for the record that as a reporter I continue to 
explore Defense Contractor General Dynamics' currently ongoing 2013-awarded 7-
year, $49 million contract with the US Airforce to provide Directed-Energy-
Weapons testing for the purpose of Directed-Energy Bio-Behavioral Research, and 
in the interests of learning more, have been engaging in requesting FOIA records 
from such parties as the Federal Aviation Administration, the US Airforce, the 
Department of Health and Human Services, the Central Intelligence Agency, and 
others. 

General Dynamics has a known historic and office presence in Quincy, and Quincy 
residents are no doubt aware of the constant very-low residential flyovers, night 
and day, even well past midnight, in Quincy skies of small single-engine planes—
which may be plane-like drones—and helicopters of various kinds, the frequent re-
routing of commercial Logan planes over neighborhoods in Quincy, and the 
frequent flyovers as well of non-commercial, possibly military Electronic Warfare 
planes over Quincy, all of which I have personally observed for 4 years, since 2013, 
particularly over my own house and yard, and have been conducting FOIA 
investigations about. 

One of those FOIA investigations has yielded a response from the FAA stating that 
yes, the Quincy city administration did have an awareness of these constant plane 
flyovers. (Please visit muckrock.com or my website everydayconcerned.net to view 
this and related information.)
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Of note: General Dynamics/Bluefin Robotics and Boston Scientific Corporation 
(which latter I understand participate in middle school Science Fairs) are business 
partners in the Quincy Schools Community Partnership and have recently granted 
thousands of dollars in mini-grant funds to Quincy Public Schools.

And interestingly, a former Director of Security from General Dynamics' Global 
Solutions division, Mr. Dave McCarthy was a recent Chair of the Quincy School 
Committee, and is currently also an elected official on the Quincy City Council. Was 
Mr. McCarthy, who was named to me by Principal Richard DeCristofaro as “his” 
“Director of Security,” the irresponsible “mandated reporter” who called up DCF
on Richard DeCristofaro's behalf and “reported” me as “seriously mentally ill” 
and “psychotic” and engaging in “Child Neglect”? If so, I think there does appear 
to be evidence here of ulterior motives in play. 

If General Dynamics is conducting US Airforce-contracted field-testing of Directed-
Energy-Weapons in Quincy and nearby towns—and seeking to keep this field-
testing of anti-personnel electromagnetic Directed-Energy Weapons quiet, as Dr. 
Robert Duncan, ex-DOD/CIA scientist and whistleblower has explained is much the 
Modus Operandi on secretive field-testing of weapons contracts—then General 
Dynamics and all associated parties Would indeed have a criminal ulterior motive 
in inexplicably naming people “seriously mentally ill” when they reported assault 
with anti-personnel electromagnetic Directed-Energy technologies, including an 
investigative journalist who happens now to be a QPS mother, and who made the 
considered decision to speak out on this nationally-important subject—in the 
interests of Public Safety for all Quincy residents, and in particular all children in 
Quincy Public Schools, as well as all Americans.

It is a matter of historic record that US military and Intelligence victims of non-
consensual experimentation have been frequently dismissed and defamed as 
“mentally ill” in order to discredit their witness, reportage, and testimonial. 

If that is the case here, then the question of Quincy Public Schools—and by 
extension, if there was collusion and shared knowledge, the Quincy School 
Committee, and the Quincy City Government--knowingly and intentionally choosing
to defame my witness, reportage, and testimonial regarding anti-personnel 
electromagnetic Directed-Energy technologies by trying to label me “Mentally Ill” 
takes on particular potency—not merely for myself, but also for every Central 
Middle School student, every Quincy Public Schools student, every Quincy resident, 
and indeed, every American citizen.
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Why would such reportage invoke such disproportionate and baseless adverse 
reaction really? Instead of Public Safety concern and research interest, which would
have been by far a normal, sane, and understandable response.

6) I cannot stress enough the extreme harm done by publicly naming a 
school mother “mentally ill” in effect attacking her reputation and her life 
through such false charges. For over a month, shortly after Principal Richard 
DeCristofaro and his feudalist group called DCF and screened in that fabricated 
story they termed a “report” on me, we were subjected to the most injurious 
emotional distress within our home as DCF plagued us with telephone calls, 
unanswered callbacks, a form dropped off in our mailbox informing us of this 
report of “Child Neglect,” and eventually a home visit. We were obliged to consult a 
lawyer, at cost. We suffered discord within the home as we examined the situation 
and strove to address it. 

We also researched and learned about how Child Protection Services (CPS) generally 
operates, and learned a great deal about how deleteriously CPS steps in often to 
break up homes, destroy families, rip children away from parents, and hand them 
over to ill-educated, low-income foster parents who are paid money for fostering 
children, and who frequently abuse, sexually abuse, mistreat, and destroy children, 
and as well permit or promote their prostitution to pedophiles: this is not 
sensationalism or speculation; investigative reports on the great harm CPS causes 
nationwide in the USA, as well as in Canada, the UK, and Europe are in the 
journalistic record, and stories are exploding all over the Internet today about 
pedophilia and child trafficking; as part of my Crime Reportage I have personally 
spoken to a London Police whistleblower on the failure of the Child Protection 
System in the UK. As you can imagine, this only added extremely to our anxiety. CPS 
is a failed system, and a CPS knock on anyone's door today is a terrorizing 
knock. Although the lawyer we spoke to tried to persuade us that DCF in 
Massachusetts was a completely reasonable organization, we read about cases of 
medical kidnap in Massachusetts and I was not convinced. However, it appeared we 
had no choice but to permit their process--according to what the lawyer told us; 
when DCF is informed, we were told, we had no choice but to permit them to run 
their "investigation" of us. (I have learned since then this is absolutely not true.)

At the time, I was compelled to completely drop my journalistic work--at cost--and 
focus on researching DCF, my legal rights, my family's legal rights, my child's legal 
rights, and our recourse as a family to stop DCF from stepping in and attempting to 
remove my child from my home or impose unwanted and unnecessary social services
on us. I explored avenues in contract law, equity, common law, I consulted with many 
experts, I embarked—at cost--on a process in equity to secure and establish my 
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rights as a parent and to protect my child from any possible attempt at medical 
kidnap. As a journalist and Press Officer, I also put the matter before the public, 
appearing on several radio and video shows to discuss the situation, wrote articles, 
put out FOIA requests, solicited letters of reference from publicly-known 
whistleblowers and journalist and activist colleagues—who responded 
magnificently and with vociferous support of my work, forced to make a matter 
public which I had personally not intended to publicize in this form, purely because a 
school Principal had made a public allegation of “mental illness” slandering my name,
my professional reputation, and my public worth and caregiving profile as a mother. 

At her home visit, I was informed by the DCF caseworker Terri Ellis that 
“collaterals' would be interviewed—apparently she meant family, neighbors, 
friends, teachers—and I was informed by friends that private CPS investigators 
would be following me around town observing and recording everything I said and 
did. I was perfectly aware throughout that none of my daughter's teachers could 
possibly say anything about her that could be considered negative given that she is 
in the AP program, is truly a gifted child, an A plus student, and really, perfect in 
every way. But the fact that her teachers were going to be interviewed about her—
under suspicion of her mother being so “neglectful” and “mentally ill”—in 
disruption of their regular routines, in a situation of activated concern, and in an 
action which spread calumnious lies about me, was and is outrageous to me. Worse,
the prospect of DCF going around to my in-laws and neighbors spreading these 
lies, waving around officious notice of “reports” being made about me, and 
making the ludicrous suggestion to them that I suffered from “an untreated 
mental illness” in extreme injury to my reputation was painful to contemplate. 

I am spelling out for you the nuclear fallout from these extremely harmful 
defamatory false-reports of extreme nature that Richard DeCristofaro, Susan Shea 
Conner, Kevin Mulvey, Maura Papile, and Dave McCarthy made publicly about me, to
a public agency, initiating public actions of harm against me, my child, and my 
family. When someone makes a false report of “untreated mental illness” of 
another, while misusing their positions of authority to do so, the 
consequences to the person named are immense. This was done to me, a Quincy
Public Schools mother, by these Quincy Public Schools officials; it has been an 
unpleasant experience—on top of that other unpleasant experience which 
prompted my informational visit with the Principal in the first place. 

Is this the kind of irresponsible defamation and community disruption that 
Quincy Public Schools wishes to permit or condone? 

7) These school officials have now, by their hostile actions, created a situation of
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alienating a school parent (who just happens to be an Indian-American mother, 
writer, college and children's creativity teacher, and journalist).

This is ironic, considering that one of the reasons I went in to meet Principal 
DeCristofaro was to give him some information about my creative writing and art 
classes, workshops, and summer camps for children, which I have run for a few 
years out of my home, and which I offered to come in to Central and run for the 
seventh-graders and others as well. As long-term college faculty who has taught 
Creative Writing, Literature, and English Composition, and founder of The Wishing 
Well (artcreatewrite.com) my Children's Creativity Workshop center, and as a 
publishing fiction-writer and poet, my teaching experience and background in the 
creative and literary arts are gifts I had hoped to share with my daughter's school 
community. 

In response, I was “reported” as “mentally ill” to DCF, and slapped with an abusive 
allegation of “Child Neglect,” all because I had also dared to mention and provide 
information on anti-personnel electromagnetic Directed-Energy technologies to a 
school principal.

After this episode—which ended partially when DCF notified us a few weeks ago 
that they had concluded their investigations and found the report against me to be 
unsupported, due in no small part I am sure to the avid high-level community and 
media support I received and all the letter-writing, FOIA-requests, and publicizing I 
had done—does the School Committee believe I feel warmly welcomed and a 
part of the Central Middle School community? Or that I feel sanguine about my 
child being enrolled and continuing to study at Central Middle School—a school we 
have not pulled her out of, succeeding this incident, because we care for her 
emotional well-being, as parents, and have no desire to traumatize her by a sudden 
pull-out from her school, and her school-friends, and her teachers, all of whom she 
loves dearly? 

Do Principal Richard DeCristofaro , Vice Principal Susan Shea Conner, Deputy 
Superintendent Kevin Mulvey, Director of Support Services Maura Papile, and Ex-
Chair Dave McCarthy imagine I, personally, can now participate freely in my 
daughter's school activities and events without feeling slighted and attacked by 
them (for good reason)—and seeing them as inexplicably hostile and incompetent 
school officials? 

Why would such prominent school officials seek to alienate and destroy a school 
parent or parental relationship? Can such officials be trusted to carry out their duties
as educators and community-leaders when they fabricate stories, and misuse their
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positions of authority to make fraudulent, injurious, and defamatory reports 
about school parents to a child protection agency?

Is any school parent safe from them?

I must reiterate: These confused and irresponsible officials   should be removed from 
their positions of authority immediately  , and Quincy Public Schools should 
immediately proffer a public apology and retraction of this incredibly pernicious and 
fraudulent public allegation of “mental illness” and “child neglect” that has been 
directed my way, and caused great harm to me and my family as well as to the entire 
Central Middle School and Quincy Public Schools community.

I thank you for your attention, and look forward to your response. 

Sincerely,

Ramola D/Dharmaraj
***********************
Ramola D/Dharmaraj, BS Physics, Post-Grad. Dip. (Journalism), MBA (Marketing), MFA 
(Poetry) 
Author, Journalist, Poet, Public Educator, Activist 
Writer/Publisher/Journalist: The Everyday Concerned Citizen/Ramola D Reports 
Press Officer: US-Europe Joint Investigation Team 
Massachusetts State Convenor, World Treaty Conference to Ban Anti-Personnel Neuro/DEWs 
Creativity Workshop Leader for Children and Adults 
Founder, Video Series: Interviews with Changemakers 
Editor: Delphi Quarterly 
Twitter: @EccEveryday; Facebook: Ramola Dharmaraj 
Youtube/Vimeo/Bitchute: Ramola D Reports 
******************************
cc: NewsInsideOut Publisher & Journalist Alfred Lambremont Webre
cc: Secretariat, World Treaty Conference to Ban Anti-Personnel Electromagnetic/Neuro Directed-
Energy Weapons & Mind Control Technologies
cc: US-Europe Joint Investigation Team
cc: Dr. Katherine Horton, Ph.D, Particle Physics (Oxford)
cc: Dr. Edward Spencer, MD
cc: FBI Whistleblower Geral Sosbee
cc: NSA Whistleblowers Karen Melton-Stewart, William Binney, Kirk Wiebe
cc: CIA Whistleblower Barbara Hartwell
cc: John Christiana, Legal Director, Targeted Justice
cc: Christopher Burton, Journalist, True Light Media
cc: Tracy Wellons, Biomedical Research Scientist
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